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The scribe width reduction of the absorber removal process for the integrated series connection 
of thin-film silicon solar modules was investigated with laser-induced back-side ablation. 
Depending on the used scribing beam spot radius and absorber thickness changes of ablation 
behavior lead to limitations of the scribe width reduction. The influence of the laser processes on the 
electrical properties between front- and back-contact was characterized with Transmission Line 
Method measurements. The values of the interconnection resistance between front- and 
back-contact are used in electrical calculations to estimate the optimal trade-off between increase of 
active cell area with thinner scribe lines and the increase of series resistance losses from 
interconnection resistance formation. Calculations predict a ~1% relative decrease of module losses 
for the optimized processes compared to commonly used processes from industry.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Large deposition techniques for substrates with sizes of 

up to 5.7m² are commonly used in thin-film photovoltaic 
industry. This enables the production of solar cells with low 
$/W values. In contrast to c-Si solar cell wafer technology, 
a cell series connection can be integrated between the 
deposition processes and be realized monolithically on the 
substrate. Due to the series connection the output voltage of 
the module is increased while the Ohmic losses in the 
contact materials are decreased. For thin-film silicon solar 
modules the integrated series connection is realized by 
three layer removal steps. The first step is the front-contact 
separation process (P1). This is followed by the 
interconnection between front- and back-contact of two 
adjacent cell stripes (P2). Finally, back-contact insulation is 
required to create the individual cells (P3). In each step 
nanosecond laser ablation is commonly used for the 
removal processes. Figure 1 shows a simplified sketch of a 
solar cell with two adjoining series connections. 

 

 

 

 
However, the area needed for the interconnection is no 

longer available for current generation and is depicted by 
the dead area width wd in Figure 1. An area loss fraction fd 
can be defined by the ratio between active cell width wa 
and overall width wa+wd. Along with this dead area loss 
fraction we can estimate the Ohmic losses in the 
front-contact fFC as followed, 
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Here, JMPP and UMPP are the current density and voltage in 
the maximum power point [1]. The value RSH is the 
front-contact sheet resistance. If we plot the sum of both 
fractional losses against the active cell stripe width wa an 
optimal cell stripe width wa,opt can be identified for a certain 
interconnection width wd. Figure 2 shows these calculations 
for a thin-film silicon tandem solar module with different 
interconnection widths wd.  

It can be seen that a decrease of wd will significantly 
decrease the dead area fraction fd and increase the overall 
module efficiency. The relative module loss fraction f at the 
optimal cell stripe width wa,opt (see stars in Fig. 2) is 
decreased from 5% to approximately 2%. 

Along with an inevitable loss of active area there are 
also possible deteriorations of electrical properties caused 
by the non-ideal laser ablation removal processes. Each 
process can generate electrical shunts or series resistances 
(see right side of Fig. 1). The processes P1 and P3 can 
create shunts (Rp,P1 and Rp,P3) while P2 processing creates a 
series resistance between front- and back-contact due to 

Fig. 1 Schematic sketch of an interconnected thin-film solar 
module with interconnection region depicted by wd and 
active cell region wa. Resistances Rp,P1 and Rp,P3 are 
shunts created by processes P1 and P3. A series 
resistance Rs,P2 between front- and back-contact of two 
adjacent cells is formed by P2. 
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contact resistance formation at the interface of the 
interconnection (Rs,P2).  

 

 
This work reports on the scribe width reduction of the 

interconnection processing step P2 for the series 
connection of thin-film silicon solar modules and the 
impact of width reduction on Rs,P2.  In literature the main 
focus of investigations for P2 lie on the proper removal of 
the absorber layer without residuals on the front-contact. 
Bovatsek et. al studied the threshold behavior for absorber 
removal with different laser beam radii and pulse durations 
[2]. Lauzurica et. al investigated the front-contact surface 
after P2 scribing with EDX and observed silicon 
accumulation [3]. Ku et. al found out with XPS and SIMS 
measurements that SiO formation on the front- and back-
contact interface can have an negative impact on the value 
of Rs,P2 [4]. Simulations on the optimal cell geometries 
including the electrical influence of the P2 interconnection 
was done by Brecl et. al [5]. No investigations on the 
impact of scribe width reductions on the electrical 
properties of the solar module were found. This includes 
the influence of the scribe width reduction on cell 
deterioration from laser processing. 

The geometrical width reduction limits for P2 will be 
investigated for substrate side processing of various 
absorber thicknesses. The process is called laser-induced 
back-side ablation and is realized by illumination through 
the glass substrate side. Due to the high differences of the 
absorption coefficients α in each layer a high amount of the 
laser pulse energy is absorbed in a confined region in the 
silicon starting at the front-contact/absorber interface. This 
process generates high mechanical forces in the absorber 
layer which leads to structural disintegration and kinetic 
removal of the mostly solid material. Therefore, such 
processes are often called laser spallation or laser lift-off 
[6]. Due to this mechanically dominated ablation behavior 
of laser-induced back-side ablation it is possible that the 
ablation properties change depending on the used beam 
spot radius in focus w0  and/or absorber layer thickness dabs.  

With the formation of the series resistance Rs,P2 it is 
expected that its value increases with a decrease of the 
scribe width wP2 due to the geometrical reduction of the 

contact area. It is important to identify if the increase Rs,P2 
is solely caused by this decrease of contact area or if 
changes of the specific contact resistance ρc arise.  

The paper shows that for P2 processing a clear 
correlation between laser parameters and contact resistivity 
can be found. The process window for optimized contact 
resistances depend on the values of w0 as well as on the 
absorber thickness dabs and atmospheric conditions during 
laser scribing. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Sample preparation 
 
A commercial laser processing tool from 

Baasel/ROFIN was used for all experiments. The split-axis 
machine is capable of feed-rates v of up to 1000mm/s in the 
X-Y directions. A nanosecond diode-pumped Nd:YVO4 
solid-state laser source with a wavelength λ of 532nm 
(SHG) and a pulse duration τ between 11ns - 34ns is 
integrated in the processing tool. A maximum average 
output power Pmax of 3W and repetition rates fPRF of 
1kHz - 100kHz can be used. The laser beam is directed 
onto the sample through the glass substrate side with fixed 
lens systems. Different focal lengths f of 300mm, 116mm, 
and 56mm were used. Their associated laser beam radii in 
focus w0 were approx. 60µm, 20µm and 10µm which were 
measured with a beam profiler (MicroSpotMonitor from 
PRIMES). Figure 3 shows the respective laser beam 
profiles in focus extracted from the measurement system 
each with the corresponding Gaussian curve fit. 

 

 

 
The measurement of the laser beam in focus shows a good 
Gaussian behavior of the intensity distribution as expected. 
Furthermore, ellipticity of the beam is negligible. The 
average laser power Pavg was measured with a thermopile 
sensor system. The laser pulse fluence is defined as 
Fp=2Ep/πw0² with the pulse energy Ep=Pavg/fPRF. 

Fig. 3 Measured laser beam profiles in focus for different 
focusing optics. The focal lengths are f=300mm (▲), 
116mm (■), and 56mm (●). The solid lines represent 
simple Gaussian curve regressions of the measurement 
data. The laser beam radii w0 is defined where intensity 
drops by 86% of the peak intensity (1/e²). Ellipticity 
rmin/rmax was extracted by 2nd Moment method. 

Fig. 2 Calculation of module losses for a tandem solar cell with 
different interconnection widths wd. Stars mark the 
optimal cell stripe width wa,opt for interconnection 
widths wd=300µm, 200µm, 100µm, and 50µm. For fFC 
a sheet resistance of RSH=8Ω was used. Solar cell 
parameters are: JMPP=-9.7mA/cm² and UMPP=1.1V. 
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For processing, 3mm thick float-glass substrates with 
900nm thick SnO2:F front-contact material, a transparent 
conductive oxide (TCO), from the Asahi Glass Company 
(type ANS14 ME) were used. On top of these substrates an 
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) p-i-n solar cell with a thickness 
of 300nm or a combination of amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) 
and microcrystalline silicon (µc-Si:H), a tandem solar cell, 
with a thickness of 1.4µm was deposited via Plasma 
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) [7]. To 
investigate the influence of the atmospheric conditions on 
the contact, P2 processing was also done in a vacuum 
chamber with a pressure of 1.5x10-5 mbar. 

2.2 Characterization 
 
The ablation threshold of the investigated material 

system/scribing setup was determined with a well-known 
method proposed by Liu [8]. Originally this method was 
meant to determine the threshold of material change for 
processing of highly homogenous bulk material like 
crystalline silicon from the film-side. Although extended to 
processing of thin films, multi-layer stacks characterization 
is most likely problematic due to different material 
properties throughout the layer stack. In the case of laser-
induced back-side scribing the onset pulse energy Ep,on 
gives additional information for interpretation of the 
measurements. This is the minimal necessary pulse energy 
at which ablation occurs [6].  

Optical microscope images were used to determine the 
visible quality of the optimized scribe lines. Possible debris 
redeposition and surface morphology at the scribe edge was 
identified after back-contact deposition.  

The function of the P2 scribe is the electrical 
interconnection of two adjacent cell stripes. The 
front-contact of one cell is connected with the back-contact 
of the next cell. During processing, the absorber is 
selectively removed and the interconnection is realized by 
the back-contact deposition into the scribe. It is therefore 
from utter importance to have a good electrical contact 
between front- and back-contact. In our case a combination 
of sputtered aluminum-doped zinc oxide (ZnO:Al), silver 
and, again, ZnO:Al is used as back-contact material. Since 
the contact resistance is not directly measureable, a special 
test procedure is needed for an accurate evaluation. Figure 
4 shows the test-structure for an IV-measurement after P2 
processing and back-contact deposition. 

 

 

 
 
The total resistance RTotal=U/I from Fig. 4 can be described 
as followed, 
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Here, W is the width of the contact out-of-plane and RSH is 
the TCO sheet resistance. The resistance RTCO is linearly 
dependent on the distance d between the two contacts. Thus, 
if the total resistance RTotal is measured for different contact 
distances d a linear behavior is obtained. The extrapolation 
of RTotal with the y-axis intercept will yield two times the 
contact resistance Rc. In literature this method is known as 
Transfer Line Method or Transfer Length Method (TLM) 
introduced by Shockley [9]. For the evaluation of the 
specific contact resistance ρc between the front- and the 
back-contact it is not possible to simply multiply Rc with 
the contact area A=wP2·W since for our geometry the TCO 
thickness dTCO is much smaller than the scribe width wP2.  
Hence, current crowding beneath the contacts occurs. From 
transmission line theory we can conclude [10] that the 
contact resistance Rc can be evaluated by, 
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Here, RSH is, again, the sheet resistance and W the width of 
the contact in out-of-plane direction. Furthermore, wP2 is 
the contact length and λT is the transfer length which is 
defined by RSH and the specific contact resistance ρc. The 
transfer length can be evaluated from the intersection 
between the extrapolated total resistance RTotal and the 
x-axis. With Equation (4) it is possible to numerically 
evaluate the specific contact properties ρc. For the 
measurement a test-structure design with eight contacts and 
a distance d of 1cm between each contact were processed. 
The width W of every contact was 1cm as well. Mesa 
definition of the front-contact and absorber at the edges 
provide uniform current flow in x direction.   

A Keithley 2400 series SourceMeter is used in 
4-Terminal mode sourcing a voltage of -0.5V to 0.5V with 
a step-size of 50mV.  To minimize the influence of 
non-uniform sheet resistance values and contact property 
deviations measurements were conducted with a 
permutation of every terminal combination. For eight 
terminals this leads to 28 combinations. Seven with a 
distance d of 1cm, six with 2cm, five with 3cm, and so on. 

For a better reference a definition list of parameters 
used in this work is given below in Table 1. 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Measurement setup for determination of the contact 
resistance Rc with Transmission Line Method (TLM) 
with variable distance d between two P2 scribe lines. 
Here wP2 corresponds to the P2 scribing width. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Ablation behavior 
 
Before reduction of the scribing width is carried out, the 

ablation behavior of the used material systems was 
investigated. The influence of the beam spot radius w0 on 
the ablation of the absorber and ablation of the underlying 
TCO layer was determined with a method proposed by Liu 
[8]. Figures 5-7 show plots of the squared crater diameter 
D² vs. the natural logarithm of the pulse energy Ep (scaled 
by E0=1J for unit removal) for single-spot ablation of a-
Si:H (300nm) and tandem (1.4µm) absorber materials on 
SnO2:F TCO with different laser beam spot sizes processed 
through the glass substrate side. Furthermore, undesired 
ablation of the underlying TCO layer beneath the tandem 
absorber is plotted as well. TCO ablation is not plotted for 
samples with a-Si:H layer since only few processing 
parameters lead to TCO ablation. The ablation behavior of 
the TCO defines a boundary for the laser process where 
selective ablation of the absorber material is possible. 

 

 

 

 

The intercept with the x-axis of each line fit will yield the 
so-called ablation threshold pulse energy Eth. This is the 

Table 1 Definition list of the major parameters used in 
this work for reference. 

Parameter  
abb revia t ion  Des cr ip t ion  Typ ica l  

un i t  

wa ,  wd  Act ive/dead  cel l  width  mm 
wP 2  P2  laser  s cr ibe  width  µm 

f d ,  fF C ,  f P 2  Fract iona l  modu le 
los ses  

-  

R p , P 1 ,  R s , P 2 ,  Rp , P 3  Paras i t ic r es is t ances  Ω  

UMPP Cell  vo l t age in  t he 
max imum power  po int  V 

JMPP Current  dens i t y i n  t he 
max imum power  po int  mA/ cm²  

RSH TCO sheet  r es is t ance  Ω  
RT o t a l  Tota l  TLM res is t ance  Ω  

R c ,  R c , m in  Contact - r es is t ance  Ω  

ρc 
Spec if i c  contact  
res is t ance  for  P2  Ωmm²  

λT Current  t rans fer  l ength  µm 

W, d Contact  width and 
dis t ance  for  TLM  mm 

w0 Bea m ra dius  in  focus  µm 
Ep,on,  Ep (Onset )  pulse energy  µJ 

Fp,on,  Fp  (Onset )  pulse f luence  J / cm²  

E0 Unit  s ca l ing fa ctor  J  

D² Squared  cra t er  dia met er  µm²  

Eth 
Ext rapola t ed t hr eshold 

ener gy µJ 

fPRF 
Puls e r epet i t i on 

f requency  kHz  

v Scr ib e l i ne f eed- ra t e  mm/s  

     
   

 

Fig. 6 Liu plot of a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell absorber (■) and 
tandem material (□) for a laser beam spot radius w0 of 
20µm. Half-filled squares correspond to TCO damage 
ablation values (for tandem absorber). Dashed lines 
mark the onset pulse energies where ablation occurs. 

 

Fig. 7 Liu plot of a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell absorber (■) and 
tandem material (□) for a laser beam spot radius w0 of 
10µm. Half-filled squares correspond to TCO damage 
ablation values (for tandem absorber). Dashed lines 
mark the onset pulse energies where ablation occurs. 

Fig. 5 Liu plot of a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell absorber (■) and 
tandem material (□) for a laser beam spot radius w0 of 
60µm. Half-filled squares correspond to TCO damage 
ablation values (for tandem absorber). Dashed lines 
mark the onset pulse energies where ablation occurs. 
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minimal pulse energy at which processing of the material is 
induced. For laser-induced back-side ablation no crater 
formation is observed near Eth and ablation only occurs 
above another certain threshold which is greater than the 
extrapolated pulse fluence Eth. Below this so-called onset 
pulse energy Ep,on only layer bulging and blistering is 
observed. The dashed lines in Fig. 5-7 each mark the value 
of Ep,on. Furthermore, the beam spot radius w0 can be 
evaluated from the line fit slope and can be compared with 
the measurement from the beam-profiler. 

Figures 5 and 6 both show that for all three materials a 
linear correlation between Ln(Ep) and D2 is observed. It is 
interesting to note that for same pulse energies Ep the 
squared crater diameter D2 is always higher for tandem 
absorber processing than for a-Si:H. One would expect that 
due to the higher thickness more energy is required to 
achieve a similar crater diameter. This is a clear hint for the 
mechanical nature of laser-induced back-side ablation. One 
explanation for this behavior could be that during the 
delamination of the absorber layer from the TCO material 
the thinner a-Si:H absorber is easily fractured leading to a 
smaller crater diameter compared to the thicker tandem 
layer with a higher mechanical stability.  However, the 
required minimal Ep,on to achieve a proper ablation crater is 
increased for the higher film thicknesses (see dashed lines 
in Fig. 5-7). Figure 7 shows substantial deviations from the 
linear correlation of Ln(Ep) vs. D2 observed in both Figures 
5 and 6.  For a-Si:H processing and TCO ablation there are 
two different regimes, due to the change of slope, where 
the ablation mechanisms may be changed. Only tandem 
absorber processing shows a linear behavior with a slope 
corresponding to the measured beam spot radius w0.  

Due to the fact that no proper ablation can be realized 
close to Eth and only bulging of the film occurs, 
interpretation of the onset pulse energy Ep,on (dashed lines 
in Fig. 5-7) gives additional information. To compare the 
ablation behavior between the three values of w0 the onset 
pulse fluence Fp,on is used since it is corrected by the beam 
spot area (Fp,on=2Ep,on/πw0²). Table 2 shows a comparison 
of this value. 

 

 
The onset pulse fluence Fp,on increases when w0 is 
decreased. However, for amorphous silicon and TCO the 
values are the highest for processing with w0=20µm. A 
general correlation between the beam spot diameter and the 
onset fluence of a-Si:H on SnO2:F was also observed by 
Bovatsek et. al [2]. In our case, a possible reason for the 
decrease of Fp,on when w0=10µm is used could be the 
change of ablation behavior (cf. Fig. 7).  

The increase of the onset fluence is much more 
pronounced for tandem layer ablation where Fp,on increases 

from 0.124J/cm² to  1 .02J/cm². Like before, we can 
attribute this to the driving mechanisms of laser-induced 
back-side ablation. Since most of the laser pulse energy is 
absorbed in a confined region at the TCO/absorber 
interface, with decreasing w0 the radial extent of this region 
decreases as well. From linear elastic fracture mechanics 
the minimal required mechanical stress for crack 
propagation between absorber and TCO can be described 
by the Griffith criterion [11], assuming the initial crack 
length is related to the spot size. Independent from the 
crack geometry the criterion always states that the stress 
necessary for crack propagation is increased for decreasing 
crack length (and therefore decreased spot size). For film-
side stress-assisted laser ablation of CIGS Buzás et. al 
stated that the criterion is determining the final crater 
diameter [12]. Additionally, from the onset fluences for 
TCO it can be seen that the difference between the onset 
fluence of tandem ablation and TCO ablation is the lowest 
for scribing with w0=10µm. This means the process 
window for selective removal of silicon is decreased with 
decreasing w0. 

3.2 Scribe width reduction 
 
The determination of the different fluence regimes was 

used for a geometrical scribe width minimization. For this, 
the various onset fluences Fp,on are used as the lower limit 
with minimal crater diameter D. Since in the previous 
section single spot ablation was investigated the maximum 
feed-rate v of the machine was used to achieve a high 
separation of the individual ablation craters. Now to create 
a continuous line v is adjusted accordingly. The pulse 
energy Ep is then adjusted until a visually optimized scribe 
line with a minimal scribe width wP2 is achieved. An 
optimized line is defined by a scribe line created with 
processing parameters that will lead to minimal signs of 
bulging at the scribe edges and low TCO damaging 
inspected by optical microscopy (used method: focusing 
plane sweep or transmitted light modus). 

 Figure 8 shows optical microscope images of visually 
optimized scribes for 300nm a-Si:H absorber processing. 

 

 

 
The visually optimized scribe width nicely correlates with 
the used beam spot size 2w0. But when comparing the 
required pulse fluences Fp of 0.26Jcm-2, 0.62Jcm-2, and 

Table 2 Comparison of onset pulse fluence Fp,on for        
300nm thick a-Si:H absorber layer and 1.4µm 
thick tandem absorber on SnO2:F TCO material. 

w0  f r om bea m 
p rof i l er  [µ m]  

Fp , o n  a -S i  
[ J / cm²]  

Fp , o n  t andem 
[J / cm²]  

Fp , o n  TCO 
[J / cm²]  

~60 0 .11 0 .124 0 .55 
~20 0 .39 0 .57 1 .46 
~10 0 .33 1 .02 1 .35 

 

Fig. 8 Optical images of P2 scribe width optimization on 
300nm thick a-Si:H p-i-n solar cell material on SnO2:F 
TCO. Parameters: a) w0=60µm, Fp=0.26Jcm-2 b) 
w0=20µm, Fp=0.62Jcm-2 c) w0=10µm, Fp=0.48Jcm-2. A 
clear correlation between 2w0 and wP2 can be seen. 
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0.48Jcm-2 for the spot radii w0 of 60µm, 20µm, and 10µm 
with Fp,on from Table 2 they are all shifted towards higher 
values. This was necessary to stabilize the process against 
any local change of the material properties and possible 
pulse-to-pulse variations of the laser source. Clean ablation 
without bulging at the scribe edge was accomplished for all 
three values of w0. A scribe width wP2 below 10µm is 
achieved for scribing with w0=10µm. 

 Figure 9 shows optical microscope images of the 
visually optimized processing parameter for scribe width 
reduction of a 1.4µm thick tandem absorber layer using the 
same processing setup as before. 

 

 

 
 
These parameter yield a larger scribe width wP2 compared 
to processing of 300nm a-Si:H material from Fig. 8. This 
was already indicated from the ablation behavior 
characterization (see Fig. 5-7). Another finding is the 
deviation between beam radius reduction and scribe width 
reduction from b) to c). There is no significant additional 
width reduction achieved. Furthermore, for the smallest 
beam spot size in c) it was not possible to achieve a proper 
P2 scribe without partial ablation of the underlying TCO 
layer. This can be associated with the mentioned small 
process window due to the low difference between Fp,on for 
absorber ablation and TCO ablation (see Table 2). Due to 
the pulse overlap it is possible that this difference is getting 
even smaller since the TCO layer can be preheated by the 
previous laser pulses. Further experiments with thicker 
tandem absorber layers of 3.5µm confirmed even higher 
constraints on minimal achievable wP2. For this material 
type it was not even possible to reduce wP2 from processing 
with w0=60µm to w0=20µm. Most likely, Fp,on is increased 
for this material type as well. This is in accordance with 
our previous findings and shows that the thickness of the 
absorber layer is important to be considered for scribe 
width reduction with laser-induced back-side ablation. 

3.3 Electrical properties 
 
For determination of the parasitic series resistance Rs,P2 

Transmission Line Method (TLM) measurements were 
carried out as a function of the pulse fluence Fp. The 
feed-rate v and pulse repetition frequency fPRF was taken 
from the respective visually optimized scribe (see Fig. 8 & 

9). Figure 10 shows a plot for processing of a-Si:H material 
with different laser spot radii w0. 

 

 

 
 
It can be seen that the behavior is very similar for all three 
used spot sizes and we can define different regions to 
describe the trends marked by the dashed lines exemplary 
for processing with w0=60µm (■). Below 0.2Jcm-2 (region 
I) the contact resistance Rc is very high since the scribe line 
is discontinuous and the contact area A=wP2·W is very 
small. Then Rc rapidly decreases exhibiting a minimum 
with a comparatively low resistance (region II). The extent 
of this region defines the stability window for the P2 
process. Next, Rc increases with increasing fluences (region 
III) but decreases again above a certain threshold (region 
IV). Optical microscope images (not shown here) revealed 
an increase of ablation debris beside the scribe in the third 
region. Furthermore, damages of the TCO layer are 
observed. In most cases in the fourth region, even TCO 
ablation occurs. The decrease of Rc in region IV could be 
explained by the removal of surface residuals within the 
scribe due to increasing pulse overlap (fixed v and fPRF). 
The sub-threshold fluence of the next laser pulse is 
sufficiently high to remove debris from the TCO surface at 
the location of the previous pulse.   

When comparing the resistance values for the different 
laser beam radii it can be seen that a narrowing process 
window for higher focusing is observed (extent of region 
II). Furthermore, in average, an increase of Rc for 
decreasing w0 can be seen. This is especially important in 
region II where the values for w0=10µm are strongly 
increased. Figure 11 shows a plot of the contact resistances 
Rc for processing of tandem absorber with fixed v and fPRF 
chosen according to the visually optimized scribe 
parameters for the different w0 (compare Fig. 9).  

 

Fig. 10 Contact resistance Rc of a 300nm thick a-Si:H absorber 
layer from TLM measurements vs. pulse fluence Fp at 
fixed feed-rate v and repetition frequency fPRF for 
different processing laser beam radii w0 of 60µm (■), 
20µm (●), and 10µm (▲). The distance d between the 
contacts as well as the contact width W was 1cm. 

Fig. 9 Optical images of P2 scribe width optimization on 
1.4µm thick tandem solar cell material on SnO2:F TCO. 
Parameters: a) w0=60µm, Fp=0.28Jcm-2 b) w0=20µm, 
Fp=0.92Jcm-2 c) w0=10µm, Fp=1.5Jcm-2. No significant 
width reduction of wP2 was achieved from b) to c). 
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The trends show similarities to the plot from Figure 10 and 
the different regions can be found accordingly. Only for 
processing with w0=60µm (■) a very large region II is 
obtained and the magnitude of increase in region III is 
rather low. Furthermore, a shift of region II to higher pulse 
fluences is observed for processing with w0=20µm and 
10µm due to the increasing onset fluence for these spot 
sizes. In terms of process stability, it can be seen that the 
extent of region II is decreasing with decreasing w0. 

One explanation for the rise of Rc in the third region is 
possible deterioration of the TCO layer and increasing 
debris redeposition within the scribe as it was already 
shown by Ku et. al [4]. To investigate this, further 
experiments under vacuum conditions were carried out. It 
is well-known in literature that the pressure has a 
significant impact on the laser plasma particle 
distribution/velocities and therefore on the ablation debris 
[13]. Experiments of P2 processing on tandem absorbers 
were conducted with similar laser parameters and a beam 
spot radius of w0=20µm according to the pulse fluences 
from Fig. 11 (● line). The difference to the previous 
experiment is that processing was also done at vacuum 
conditions with a pressure of 1.5x10-5 mbar.  Figure 12 
shows the TLM measurement comparing both processing 
conditions. 

 

 

 
 
Both samples exhibit the same behavior until the third 
region (III). Here, the sample processed under vacuum 
conditions shows only a slight increase of Rc whereas the 
sample processed in air exhibits a huge increase. Figure 13 
shows optical microscope images for the two processing 
parameters marked with stars in Figure 12. 
 

 
Visual inspection with optical microscopy reveals a greatly 
reduced debris redeposition along the scribe edge for the 
sample processed in vacuum (Figure 13(b)) while high 
amount of residuals are observed for processing in ambient 
atmosphere (Figure 13(a)). Therefore, the high increase in 
region III for samples processed in air can be owed to the 
increase of debris redeposition. However, a slight increase 
is observed for vacuum processed samples as well which 
could be explained by TCO layer ablation, and minor 
debris redeposition. 

To take a closer look at the electrical properties, for 
better comparison, all minimal values of Rc are plotted in 

Fig. 13 Optical images of P2 scribes of 1.4µm thick tandem 
solar cell material on SnO2:F TCO after back-contact 
deposition. Parameters: a) according to  (filled-star), 
and b) matching with  (empty star) from Fig. 12. 
Differences in scribe width are due to slight differences 
in pulse fluences. 

Fig. 11 Contact resistance Rc of a 1.4µm thick tandem absorber 
layer from TLM measurements vs. pulse fluence Fp at 
fixed feed-rate v and repetition frequency fPRF for 
different processing laser beam radii w0=60µm (■), 
20µm (●), and 10µm (▲). Distance d between the 
contacts as well as the contact width W was 1cm. For 
comparison, scales are the same as in Fig. 10. 

Fig. 12 Contact resistance Rc of a 1.4µm thick tandem absorber 
layer from TLM measurements vs. pulse fluence Fp and 
fixed feed-rate v for a processing laser beam radius of 
20µm in air (●) and at a pressure of 1.5x10-5 mbar (○). 
Distance d between the contacts as well as the contact 
width W was 1cm. Region IV is outside the processing 
parameter spectrum. Stars mark the parameter where 
optical microscopy was evaluated after back-contact 
deposition. 
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Table 3 for processing of both absorber materials from 
Figure 10 and 11. 

 

 
In most cases the value of Fp that belongs to the minimal 
resistance R c , m i n  differ from the visually optimized values 
(see Fig. 8 and 9). This shows that visual evaluation of the 
scribe lines alone is not sufficient to achieve optimized 
electrical properties and needs to be considered. It is 
interesting to note that values of R c , m i n  for processing of 
tandem absorber are all in the same value range while for 
the a-Si:H absorber R c , m i n  is strongly increased for 
processing with w0=10µm. This cannot be described just by 
the contact area reduction due to the very low scribe width 
wP2. Thus, a change of the specific contact behavior ρc is 
possible.  

To see if the processing geometry has an impact on ρc 
or changes are only due to the contact geometry we 
numerically evaluated equation (4) to determine ρc. Table 4 
shows the results of this numerical evaluation. 

 

The TCO sheet resistance RSH was extracted from the slope 
of the TLM measurements according to Eq. (3). Comparing 
the first three values of ρc from Table 4 for a-Si:H absorber 
processing we can see that the deviations are quite 
substantial which indicate that there are changes of the 
contact properties. For very narrow scribe lines a strong 
increase not only for the Rc but also for ρc was observed. 

For processing of tandem absorber layers (last three rows) 
ρc is almost constant (0.028Ωmm²  - 0.034Ωmm² )  
indicating contact properties are independent from the 
processing geometry. Further investigations close to the 
contact resistance minimum (region II) are necessary to 
characterize the specific contact properties over a broader 
range of values. 

Now to obtain the optimal trade-off between increase of 
Ohmic losses from increasing values of Rc,min vs. gain of 
active area wa (see Fig. 2) from the reduction of wP2 the 
model from Gupta et. al [1] can be extended to account for 
P2 series resistance losses. We can define a loss fraction fP2 
with setting the power losses from the series resistance Rs,P2 
(PP2) at the maximum power point (MPP) in relation with 
the maximum power (Pmax=UMPP×IMPP) if no series 
connection losses were apparent. The following equation 
shows this relation, 
 

MPP

MPP
P2s,a

max

P2
P2 '

U
JRw

P
Pf −==                      (6) 

 
Here, wa is the active cell width, JMPP and UMPP are the 
current density and voltage in the maximum power point. 
The value R´s,P2=Rc,min·W is the P2 processing series 
resistance scaled to the cell stripe length. Figure 14 shows 
calculations for a tandem module with different P2 scribe 
widths wP2 and the corresponding Rc,min to estimate their 
influence on the overall module loss fraction f. As reference, 
a calculation with processing parameters commonly used in 
industry is plotted for comparison assuming an P2 scribe 
width wP2 of 90µm [14] and an series resistance R´s,P2 of 
100mΩcm. 
 

 
We can see that there is only a slight variation between the 
electrically optimized P2 processing parameters for w0 of 
60µm, 20µm, and 10µm (□, ○, and ∆). The biggest 
difference is between the reference parameter (■) and the 

Fig. 14 Module loss fraction calculation for a tandem solar cell 
with different P2 scribe widths wP2 and corresponding 
R´s,P2 values from measurement. Processing parameters 
are (wP2/R´s,P2): 40µm/88mΩcm (□), 36µm/90mΩcm 
(○), 24µm/152mΩcm (∆), and typical reference values 
assuming 90µm/100mΩcm (■). The remaining part of 
the interconnection width wd was kept at 200µm. For 
fTCO a sheet resistance of RSH=8Ω was used. Solar cell 
parameters are: JMPP=-9.7mA/cm² and UMPP=1.1V 

Table 4 Calculation of the specific contact resistance ρ c  
f rom Eq .  (4 )  for P2 processing of a-Si:H  and 
tandem absorber layers on SnO2:F TCO with the 
electrically optimal processing parameters from 
Table 3. Parameters are: a-Si:H layers (row 1-3) 
and tandem layers (row 4-6). 

Sheet  r es is t ance 
RS H  [Ω]  

Contact  
res is t ance  

R c , m in  [mΩ]  

Spec if i c  contact  
res is t ance  ρ c  

[Ωmm²]  

7 .68  ±  0 .017 121  ±  2 0 .034 
7 .6  ±  0 .02 140  ±  21 0 .021 

7 .57  ±  0 .01 1024  ±  6 0 .061 

8.57 ± 0.01 88 ± 5  0.031 
8 .67  ±  0 .01 90  ±  4 0 .028 
8 .57  ±  0 .01 152  ±  3 0 .034 

 

Table 3 Minimal contact resistance values Rc,min  for        
P2 processing of a-Si:H  and tandem absorber 
layers on SnO2:F TCO with different beam spot 
radii w0. *No continuous line, single spots. 

Absorber  t ype 
( t hicknes s )  

Radius  
w0  [µ m]  

F luence  
Fp  

[ J / cm²]  

Width  
wP 2  

[µm]  

R c , m in  
[mΩ]  

 

a -S i :H  (300nm)  60 0 .17 30* 121±2  
a -S i :H  (300nm)  20 0 .2 16 140±21  
a -S i :H  (300nm)  10 0 .16 6  1024±6  

t andem (1 .4µm)  60 0 .19 40 88±5  
t andem (1 .4µm)  20 0 .7 36 90±4  
t andem (1 .4µm)  10 1 .5 24 152±3  
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optimized ones. A relative reduction of module losses by 
1% is predicted at the optimal cell stripe width with 
minimal overall losses f. A similar calculation was also 
done for the scribe width reduction of a-Si:H absorber 
layers with the electrical parameter for the optimized 
processes from Table 2. Figure 15 shows a plot with these 
calculations. 
 

 

 
The general behavior is quite similar to the calculations 
from Figure 14 except for the parameters from processing 
with w0=10µm. The P2 loss fraction fP2 is substantially 
increased. For this case, the width reduction is actually 
counterproductive when considering the overall losses. 
Overall losses f tend to decrease from the reference 
parameters (■) to scribing with the optimized values of 
w0=60µm (□) and reach the minimum for w0=20µm (○) but 
then increase again for processing with w0=10µm (∆). 
Bearing this in mind a reduction of the overall losses is still 
possible and is in the range of approx. 1%. The reason for 
the increase of overall losses for w0=10µm processing (∆) 
can be owed to the strong increase of the fP2 loss fraction 
which is significantly increased for this case. 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
We showed that for laser-induced back-side ablation of 

thin-film silicon layers on TCO front-contact material the 
ablation behavior strongly depends on the used laser beam 
spot size and/or layer thicknesses. A method, commonly 
used in laser processing, proposed by Liu has proven to be 
not fully suitable for the characterization. Evaluation of the 
onset pulse fluence where proper ablation occurs provides 
additional information and showed that there are limits to 
width reduction due to increase of said value with 
decreasing laser spot sizes. One explanation for the strong 
dependence of the ablation behavior on the spot size and 
layer thickness can be identified by the mostly 
mechanically driven mechanism of laser-induced back-side 

ablation where the main part of the laser pulse energy is 
absorbed in a very confined region in the silicon starting at 
the absorber/TCO interface. Mechanical stresses lead to a 
structural disintegration and expulsion of the mostly solid 
absorber material [6]. These stresses are highly dependent 
on the processing geometry [11] and could explain the 
observed results. For scribe width reduction we can 
conclude that very thin scribes are only possible for thin 
absorber layers. Different beam shaping concepts like 
top-hat profiles, line shaped spots, or square spots could 
improve the selectivity of the removal process but are 
somehow limited by the minimal achievable spot sizes. 
Process stability issues with regards to the reduced 
depth-of-focus could be problematic for small spot sizes. 

Investigations on the electrical properties of the visually 
optimized processing parameters were conducted. The 
minimal achievable contact resistances Rc,min for processing 
of a-Si:H were somewhat higher than for tandem absorber 
which was accounted to changes of the specific contact 
resistance ρc. For tandem absorber processing a regime 
with low resistance values could be found for all three 
processing laser beam spot sizes. But, the scribing 
parameters for electrically optimal scribe lines differ from 
the visually evaluated optimal lines. It is therefore 
necessary to conduct an electrical evaluation of the contact 
properties to obtain the optimal processing parameters.  

Finally, the measured values of Rs,P2 together with the 
achieved scribe width wP2 were used to calculate the 
possible reduction of relative overall modules losses of a 
thin-film a-Si:H solar module as well as tandem solar 
module which are predicted to be in the range of at least 
1%. For calculations of tandem module losses, the losses 
created by the P2 series resistance are almost negligible 
compared to the gain of active area which gives motivation 
for further width reductions. Calculations for the a-Si:H 
module showed that depending on the used process the 
series resistance loss fraction fP2 can be significantly 
increased and be higher than the decrease of the dead area 
fraction fd. In this case the scribe width reduction would be 
counterproductive. For processing of a-Si:H solar cell 
material an improvement of the specific contact resistance 
ρc is therefore necessary to reduce the series resistance 
losses. 
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